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Markings can roughly be 
lumped into three 

categories  Services 
 Airmail 
 Registration 
 Insurance 
 Expedited Service 
 Express 

 Instructional 
 Postage 
 Found in the Box 
 Mobile Box 
 Too Late 
 Customs Inspection 

 Slogans 
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Indochina had a considerable 
range of markings concerned 

with postage 

 Underpaid Postage 
 Overpaid Postage 
 Postage Paid 
 Postage Computation 
 Sample Merchandise 
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“T” in triangle was used in 
France proper 
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“T” in triangle was standard 
for French Colonies 
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Once identified for postage due, 
other countries would add their 

own markings 
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Variations in style and size exist 
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With the passage of time, a 
plain “T” became the 

preferred format 
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Often, the amount due was 
indicated with a handwritten note 
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Based on UPU treaties, the gold 
franc was the standard for 

postal rates 
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Framed “AFFRANCHISSEMENT 
INSUFFISANT”  was an amplifying 

explanation 
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Partial stamp remains 
prompted manuscript “A ne 

pas taxer” 
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Markings in English had to be 
extraneous 
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Leralle created a variety of 
unique due markings 
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When rates changed, 
 Leralle adapted 
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Markings aimed specifically at 
airmail were introduced 
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Over time, the formality of a 
frame was abandoned 
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Late example of Underpaid 
Airmail Marking 
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Sensitive to accusations of 
overcharging, the post office 

identified “Sender-Franked” mail 
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A variation used lower case 
letters and lacked a frame 
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“Franked by Sender” 
struck with red ink 
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Variation from 1940 
in capital letters 
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Double-Framed variety was 
unique to Haiphong 
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Same marking in Vietnamese 

“Người gửi dá tem lấy” =  
“Stamp(s) affixed by the 

sender him/herself” 
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“P.P.” in circle indicated that 
correct postage had been paid 
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Another variation was“P.P.” in 
a rectangular frame (red) 
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Cachet allowed clerk to indicate 
the weight basis for postage 
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Cachet struck with red ink 
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“Prepaid in cash” was meant to 
avoid postage due citations  
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Circular handstamp verified that 
correct airmail postage had been 

paid  
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Despite handstamp, errors were 
made and letters incurred 

postage due 
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Samples of merchandise had 
reduced postal rates 
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Typewritten indication of 
“Samples without Value” 
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Cursive “Found in the Box” was 
intended to deflect criticisms  



35 

Marked mail was not always 
postage due  
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Three-line marking is a less 
common variant 
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Lacking a handstamp, a 
manuscript note would suffice 
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A range of issues could 

stymie delivery of the mail  
 Unclaimed 

 Refused 

 Undeliverable 
 Incomplete Address 

 No Forwarding Address 

 Common Name 

 Unknown 

 Return to Sender 
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Framed “NON RECLAMÉ”meant the 
addressee failed to retrieve the letter 
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Post offices used various 
formats for “Unclaimed” 
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If sender did not claim the letter, 
it was returned to the sender 
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Even if the post office located 
the addressee, the letter could 

still be refused 
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An incomplete address would 
prevent delivery 
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Without a forwarding 
address, delivery was impeded 
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Absence of a forwarding address 
meant “Return to Sender” 
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A partial address and a common 
name prevented delivery 
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Sometimes an addressee was 
unknown, but the letter could be 

forwarded 
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Often the letter was returned to the 
sender by the post office 
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Though not common, the post office 
sometimes created bilingual markings  
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Every mailman was solicited 

to find an unknown addressee  

 Handstamp on 
reverse 
identified 
delivery routes 
by number 

 Each mailman 
signed off 
confirming that 
he did not know 
the addressee 
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Head mailman confirmed that the 
addressee was unknown in Hanoi 
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A local governing official 
could help locate an 

addressee 
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Failure to deliver ultimately led 
to “Return to Sender” 
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Bilingual “Return to Sender” was 
applied to wrapper 
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The ultimate delivery 
obstacle 
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Mobile boxes (Boite Mobile) were 
on postal vehicles 
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Mobile box markings came in a 
range of formats 
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“Apres le Depart” meant “Too Late” to 
make a postal connection 
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“Too Late” markings were used 
with ships and planes 
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Highly individualized “Too Late” 
markings are known 



61 

Later markings were plain 
straight-line handstamps 



62 

Examine every item to find subtle 
examples of postal markings 
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